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Currently Viewing: Featured products with SmartKey Security™ SmartKey Security™ features re-key technology that allows you to re-key your locks yourself in seconds because we realize the person who has your key today may not be the same person you want to have your key tomorrow. Borrowed or unreturned KeysRecently moved,
rents turnoverYOur child has lost their key ... againYou have a different key to each door Why is a SmartKey Security™ lock better than a regular lock? Kwikset's SmartKey Security™ is designed to protect against this type of burglary and keep your family safe. SmartKey Security™ allows you to re-enter the lock in seconds, so lost or
unre traversed keys are out of date. Select Resistant Buffer ProofRe-Key Technology How to enter your SmartKey security™ locks You can find more SmartKey troubleshooting videos by visiting our how-to center:Smartkey support Kwikset's SmartKey Security™ - now available on SC1 Keyway With all smartkey security locks™ door
lockAllows up to 100,000 key combinationsA-Key convenience for all locks with SC1 keywayUse your existing SC1 key with Kwikset SmartKey Security™ Lock Learn More Watch SC1 re-key video With the ongoing spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), we quickly adapt our activities. To help combat the spread, our Customer Relations
Team works externally. Given this change, you may experience some periodic connection issues while talking to our agents. On the off chance you are disconnected from your call, please call us back. We appreciate your patience in this unprecedented time, and you should know that we are committed to assisting each and every one of
you with your queries. We've had a lot of calls about cleaning our hardware. We suggest using hot, soapy water and then towel-dry the hardware. X Currently View: Search Search Reply Categories Videos Documents Topics Contact Answers Prepare your door. Make sure that you lock is installed on your door and that your door is all the
way open. If you have a dead bolt, make sure it's in the locked elixir. If you have a knob or handle, make sure it's locked. Make sure that your door can't close on your own or that you have another way to get into your home. Insert current key. Insert the key that currently serves the lock. Turn the key 90 degrees clockwise. Attach the
SmartKey tool fully to the SmartKey hole. You can feel the tool clicking inside the lock. Remove the SmarKey tool. Remove the current key. Insert the new key you want to use with the lock. Make sure the key is fully inserted. The edge of the key touches the indentation in the cylinder surface. Without pushing or pulling the key, turn it 180
degrees counterclockwise. Then rotate the key 180 degrees clockwise. Drag the key to make sure that the come into this position. Turn the key 90 degrees back to the starting position. Remove the new key. You have re-entered the lock. Video How to Re-Key Your SmartKey Lock Read More Answer It sounds like you may have
accidentally misprogrammed the new cylinder. See below video by step-by-step instructions on how to restore this cylinder and rekey it to your new key. Video Restoring a Misprogrammed SmartKey Cylinder Read more Answer 1. Hold the handle on the outside of the door and make sure that the round edge of the spindle is facing the
door edge. 2. If not, pull out the spindle and rotate 180 degrees. Note: The spindle is spring-loaded and retracts when released. 3. Press the lock bolt. 4. Put the spindle through the locking opening, with both round edges facing the door edge. Read more answers Open Powerbolt 2 Programming Guide pdf. Read more Answer 1. Open the
door. 2. Remove the battery cover. 3. Press the program button once. 4. Enter new user code. 5. Press the lock button. 6. If programming is successful, the keyboard flashes green once and you will hear a beep. Read more answers You can guess, but every three consecutive failed attempts will result in the keyboard/touchscreen being
locked out for 60 seconds. If you forgot your user code, there are two options:1. Add new user codes. For detailed information about adding new user codes, see page 3 of the Installation Guide.2. Reset SmartCode to factory settings to clear existing user codes and add new ones. Reference last page of the installation instructions. Read
more user guides, guides and specifications for your Kwikset SmartKey Series Locks. The database contains 1 Kwikset SmartKey Series Manuals (available for free online viewing or download in PDF): Troubleshooting Manual . Kwikset's SmartKey door lock is designed to relieve stress and costs that result from having to re-key a door
lock. SmartKey's advanced design provides maximum security while requiring minimal time and skill. It sounds simple because it is! To feed your curiosity, here's an in-depth look at how Kwikset SmartKey actually works. SmartKey re-key technology stands out as the leader in central control security due to the following improvements:
Optimal Drill Resistance: The lock cylinder uses two steel balls in the front of the key face, making it resistant to attack from drilling or intruders. ANSI Classification: ANSI Grade 1 deadbolt is certified as the highest level of home safety and is available in SmartKey. BumpGuard™ Protection: Patented technology with a side-locking bar
replaces a traditional pin and tumble design that provides lock-busting protection. Superior Pick-Resistance: SmartKey locks have passed even the strictest lock-picking standard, the UL 437, pair. 11.6. What does that mean? SmartKey is shock proof, pick-resistant, and How how to SmartKey locks to re-enter require only three items and
result in three easy steps. Users must have their working key, a SmartKey Learn Tool, and a new Kwikset key. First, insert the working key and turn the 1/4 clockwise turn. Insert and then remove the SmartKey learn tool. Follow along by removing the working key, inserting a new key, and turning the 1/2 turn counterclockwise. The lock is
then re-entered. As with everything else, errors may occur if proper implementation is not carefully executed. If you run into trouble re-entering the smartkey lock, these troubleshooting tips serve as useful solutions: Keep in mind that both the key and learner tools must be fully inserted for the process to work properly. only turn the working
key 1/4. If you do not insert the key all the way, it will delay and possibly damage the key process. users must insert the key all the way to the key again. If the key is not inserted in all the way, the lock could jam and neither the old key nor the new key will work. If this happens, take the lock to your local Home Depot or Lowe's to have it
reset. Even if users have lost their learning tool to their SmartKey lock, intruders will not be able to break in. Both learn tool and work key are essential for a successful re-key a lock. I rent a home for seasonal guests in Naples, Florida. I like being able to change the keys as easily as I change the alarm code, says Mark S. SmartKey allows
me to do so with so much ease. I trust smartkey so much that I have replaced all the locks on my mother's home for my peace of mind. SmartKey is the best innovation Kwikset has developed. SmartKey re-key technology delivers an unparalleled option in home security maintenance. Kwikset's SmartKey is available in home centers and
hardware stores nationwide. Find the nearest location here. + $20.40 Addl. CostGet it by Man, Dec 21 - Tor, Dec 24 from Spokane, WashingtonOne rekey tool and instructions. See all 2 brand new lists Note the little slot to the left of the keyway, this indicates that the lock is a Smartkey lock The Good So you want to install Kwikset
Smartkey on your doors or you just did and have been waiting until now to do some research on them. The locks can't be bad, can they? Of course not, they have their good points. They are easy to be re-entered by the owner as long as they have a working key. These locks are also very resistant to lock picking and bumping techniques.
The Bad Now let's talk about why it is not a good idea to install Kwikset Smartkey locks on your doors. First of all, these locks tend to fail during normal use, even within the first year many times. People have reported that they left their homes and unlocked it usually, just to come back and discover that their key no longer operates the door
that it locked few hours earlier. Here is is article that focuses on all the ways the well-known Marc Tobias has found to defeat Kwikset Smartkey. The one thing that the article doesn't seem to mention (newer versions weren't out yet) is that these locks have been through different versions, as many things do. While Kwikset did address a
few of the issues, they didn't really solve the problems completely. They made the wafers thicker, the older version has thinner waffles that are easier to defeat. These locks have also had plastic in them, yes plastic. Locks and plastic really don't have any space together in my opinion. Since then, in most, if not all, the newer versions use a
weak pot metal, which replaced plastic. While they've made these changes and a few others, they still fail. In my opinion they are not grade 1 locks they claim to be. Think about this before installing Kwikset Smartkey on or in your home. Bad News for Property Managers Property managers new and old seem to love the idea what property
manager wouldn't. The idea that they could save money having to re-key locks between tenants is great. However, if the lock fails on the tenant, or the tenant re-keys the lock, this would present even more problems. These locks do not have the ability to be the master key, so this limits their application even more. These locks plague the
villages! If you live in the villages, you can read this and click on links and read/view articles and videos. These locks are not secure. Do yourself a favor and even do some independent research. You will find that even in their popularity in the big box stores, they are not as safe as advertised. From my personal experience, most homes in
the villages have these locks on their doors. The homes that I have visited that do not have them were changed because they were looking for a new style, or Kwikset Smartkey failed at some point. Of course, the villages are not the only community that has these locks. If your lock is similar to those pictured above, or has the small castle
next to the key road, you can call the DNA Locksmith or any locksmith for that matter. Just change these locks before you find yourself locked out with what you thought was a working key in your hand. Truth All this said, it is not guaranteed that each lock will fail within the first year or at all. What I am saying is that these locks are very
vulnerable to many kinds of attacks. These types of attacks are the type that takes even the most unintelligent of criminals only moments to master. In Closure If you find yourself locked out and you have this type of lock, usually the record will have to be devastating. The lock cannot be reused. If you happen to have a way to access the
home otherwise, we may be able to reset the lock. However, we will not be able to guarantee that the problem will not If you live in Lake County, FL or any of these cities: Lady Lake, The Villages, Fruitland Park, Summerfield, Weirsdale, Leesburg, Mt. Dora, Eustis, and the surrounding areas, you are welcome to contact os about these
lock. Lock.
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